Starting with the basics description of international strategic alliances noting along the way the successes and failures and lessons learned from those alliances, the second part of the book focuses on information directed at US companies as to what may be involved in starting a joint venture based in China. The last part then focuses on providing Chinese companies information relative to establishing joint ventures in the US. The structure of the book shows good organization which can lead the reader to a progressive and logical conclusion as to steps necessary for forming cross border joint ventures. Each chapter is notated with major headings that fit logically into the topic of each chapter. Within each chapter are a variety of graphs, charts, case studies and documented examples to support strategic alliance theories and practices. These examples are well-referenced in the text, giving the reader additional resources on which to draw.
Each chapter is filled with valuable details from cultural nuances of dealing with Chinese and US businesses and potential partners to necessary considerations and an example of a joint venture agreement between a US company and a Chinese company. Collectively these details provide a much deeper insight into what many business books only touch on while concentrating primarily on theories of business and structuring a joint venture, but without specifics or case study examples.
The authors display an in-depth knowledge of numerous situations that can be encountered in trying to form cross border joint ventures that are often bypassed by business books of the same topic area. Some of the areas explored in depth include a detailed discussion on why joint ventures fail, China's development plans for the future, the Chinese view of business, intellectual property protection as well as US laws restricting foreign ownership, negotiating with a US partner, the role of attorneys in the US. And dispute resolutions. The last chapter also details the requirements for new commercial enterprises, amounts and types of investment requires, necessary requirements for filing a petition for an "alien entrepreneur" and finally filing for permanent residency.
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International Strategic Alliances is a compilation of well researched and facts and examples of forming cross border joint ventures that can be of significant help to any company large or small. There is significant documentation throughout the book with detailed examples and further resources available to the reader to make this book an in-depth guide for cross border joint ventures, while being written in such a manner as to make its contents interesting, informative and easy to follow. The authors' depth of knowledge and enthusiasm for the topic is also notable as one reads thought the text. It is the combination of authors' experience and structure that make this book a must read for those who are looking to expand to either China, the US or abroad, no matter what the size of the organization, as well as consultants and other professionals such as accountants and lawyers who advise small or middlemarket companies, Asian entrepreneurs and investors. Today, with an ever growing trade war on the horizon between China and the US, companies both large and small need expertise to guide them accurately through the nuances of laws, structure and culture that global businesses require in forming strategic alliances.
